An RNA secondary structure switch between the inactive and active conformations of the Escherichia coli 30 S ribosomal subunit.
Psoralen cross-linking was used to produce intramolecular cross-links in the Escherichia coli 16 S ribosomal RNA in the inactive and active forms of the 30 S subunit. A number of psoralen cross-links were made in the inactive form that were not made in the active form. The most frequent of these cross-links was sequenced by a series of techniques and identified as C-924 to U-1532. In this region, a three-base complementary, (921-923).(1532-1534), forms a site where psoralen can stack and produce a cross-link between C-924 and U-1532. When psoralen monoadducts were placed on inactive subunits and the conformation was switched to the active form before cross-linking, a new cross-link involving U-1393 was detected. U-1393 is part of the complementarity, (923-925).(1391-1393), that has previously been proposed as being an element of the functional secondary structure on the basis of sequence comparison. The complementarity between (921-923).(1532-1534) occurs in most nonmitochondrial small subunit RNAs; however, there are several counter examples in which it does not occur. This suggests that this alternate secondary structure interaction is not necessary for the function of the 30 S subunit.